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Dear Reader,
You are holding the result of a year of diligent work, both by the staff of
The Streetcar and the many students who poured their creative outputs
into these pages. This sixth edition of The Streetcar was a labor of love,
put together to give the students of Mississippi State a venue to express
themselves fully and to showcase their considerable range of creative
talents. This volume features the best poetry, fiction, art, photography,
and creative nonfiction that MSU’s student body has to offer. Every
piece possesses its own distinct voice and artistic perspective.
Many of the works in this volume explore themes of transience,
memory, and metamorphosis. Poems like “Dear Great Grandmother”
and “Just a Little Advice (Postcards from Your Future Self)” address
the meaning that we create through remembering the past, while “Five
Yous” and the art piece “Halloween” touch on changes in identity and
self-perception. These examples are representative of what much of
the volume confronts: the unavoidable challenges and opportunities of
change.
We would be remiss not to thank those people and institutions whose
generosity allow The Streetcar to become a reality. Among these
supporters are the Shackouls Honors College and the College of Arts
& Sciences, alongside our faculty advisor, Dr. Eric Vivier, who keeps
the ship on course. Additionally, we owe a special thanks to Kayleigh
Few, the director of the Writing Center, who makes our fall Open Mic
Poetry Night and our spring fiction event possible. Finally, but certainly
not least, thank you to our dedicated staff members for your months of
work, and thank you to all the students who contributed their creativity
to this volume. The sixth volume of The Streetcar is palpable proof of
the strong artistic community at MSU.
Morgan Hydrick and Robert Frey
Editors-in-Chief 2017-2018
Ciarra Smith and Joy Cariño
Editors-in-Chief 2018-2019
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“One morning, when Gregor Samsa woke from troubled
dreams, he found himself transformed in his bed into a
horrible vermin.”
Franz Kafka, The Metamorphosis

“Nowhere in those kerosene years
could she find a soft-headed match.”
Jenny Xie, “Metamorphosis”

Omnia mutantur, nihil interit
“Everything changes, nothing perishes—”
Ovid, Metamorphoses
XV.165
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Madison Cameron Glass
1.
Remember that restaurant where the linens were softer than your own pillow
cases. Remember how the chicken alfredo had the cream sauce that tasted
like dead fish on a hot summer day. Make sure to slip that linen into your
purse so that you will never forget that experience. Also, don’t visit there
again.
2.
Unless you want your own grandmother to make a fool of you, do not show
her that tattoo you have on your ribcage. Do not tell her that you went on a
date with your tattoo artist.
3.
You see that man cramped in that tiny seat with the fedora on his head?
That man you meet on the airplane ride to Italy, speak to him. If you do not,
you will miss him telling you to visit Atrani, the town hidden between two
cliffs. Although the consequences of not speaking to him just entail a very
dull plane ride and a monotonous crying baby.
4.
That alleyway with the lantern at the end of it will be your downfall.
The flicker of light from the lantern will urge you to come.
Shadow figures will dance on the building looking exotic.
Do not tread down that cobblestone pathway unless you are ready.
Your Monopoly game of life will end, do not pass go, do not
collect $200 dollars.
5.
Unless you have grown accustomed to the piss water taste of beer,
do not drink it no matter how drunk you are.
Trust me, you will do yourself a favor by sticking to Linie Aquavit.
6.
Remember that callous lady that snubs you as you are trying to buy a box of
condoms. She isn’t trying to be judgmental. Your height just makes her think
of you as a child in need of her mother.
7.
That lady with the violet hair and maroon lips will ask you to help her start 		
her car.
Although you do not know how to do so, just try it. Her car will start up the
fifth time you try. It will sputter like an old toilet that is clogged. In the end,
she will give you tickets to a concert that she can’t attend.
8.
Ignore the sweat and grime from the bodies around you. They dance around
you like tall corn stalks on a windy day. Let your body move with the crowd,
even though the thought of doing that is foreign to you.
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Isabella Durham

Mother still tells me stories about
you. How you used to fight
on horseback, extending
your arm behind you as you held
a spear. How you led my ancestors into
battle against the white man invading
your territory—our territory—the land of the
Te-Moaks, once spanning
from the Pacific to the Atlantic,
now barely reaching the limits of Elko.
How you provided for our people by gathering
sweet berries and sour foliage
and protected them from bears of the mountains
and lions of the pride land.
Here, you stand hunched, the glowing
eyes of an outspoken, adventurous woman
out of place in the worn face they shine
out of wrinkles as numerous as the carvings
on an Aztec temple. I can almost smell
the faded land behind you—the fresh
air, growing grass, and the acrid
odor of horse manure. You stare at the camera, melting
the lens of the fortunate photographer who captured
such a wild animal.
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Devil’s Cataract

Trey Wallace
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One More Time

Hanna Bewley
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Alicia Brown
All we see are the streams,
The ripples of melting wax
Dripping in thick drops
Down his back and arms.
“He aimed too high” the onlookers say,
To no one in particular—
To anyone who will listen.
Perhaps they thought of their own ascents,
Their few lingering droplets of evaporated dreams,
Still struggling to outlast the sun.
They say that the wages of sin is death,
But his only sin was to dream,
To try to rise to greater heights.
I wonder if he laughed as he fell,
His head thrown back and arms
Spread wide, reveling in the injustice of it all.
They say happiness lies on the far side of effort,
But what they don’t tell you is that effort
Is rarely enough on its own,
And that Icarus crawled out of the sea,
Unburned and alive,
Eager to fly again.
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Kayla Mattox
“Four years ago, Rana Plaza—an eight-story building in Bangladesh’s
capital city of Dhaka that housed several factories producing clothing
for brands such as the Children’s Place, J.C. Penney, and Walmart—
came crashing down, killing approximately 1,130 people.” The Atlantic.
And what have you got to show
for it all? I’m not talking to you—
Paris
Milan
London
New York
cities bone built and sewn in cashmere
casualties. No. They, at least, are not
ignorant of the blood beneath their boots.
They see it. Warm their feet in it. Do
not slip in it. But you, lonely mother pushing
cold aluminum cart down bright aisles not sleeping
on the two-for-one back-to-school graphic tee sale—
what a steal—you don’t know what you’ve stolen,
and for that I’m angry. I’m not trying to say
you don’t care because if they printed Fight Fast Fashion
on a T-Shirt, you’d pull it off the rack and wear it, too.
I don’t mean I’m angry at the irony. I mean it’s your fault.
Because you deserved just one night off and bought
a blue dress. Because your children are growing too fast.
Because you stuff your closets full to burst
but it’s Rana Plaza’s walls that are cracking. Because
you are unaware that pair of shoes
cheaply sold were fashioned by a person cheaply
bought. And who am I to tell you? I, who at this moment
am writing in a notebook bound in animal skin. No one
is exempt. I won’t tell myself that.
How much more than the weight of these satin straps
can my shoulders bear?
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Rebecca Hall
Brown-tinted water reaches our waist
and around us old birthday photos and
broken handmade Christmas ornaments
float. Our sleepless nights are filled with sweat-drenched sheets
as the voices on the TV tell us that we have to leave.
Harvey swooping in and snatching up
our Ford pick-ups and barbeque cookouts
and leaving us soaked to the bone with a fist gripping
the backs of our clothes lifting us out like wet dogs.
The fist grips tighter and tighter waiting
for Congress’ and Trump’s go-ahead
to throw us back into the dried-up graveyard,
hand-in-hand, we and our brothers and sisters
trekked through to get here.
Our white-picketed fenced, three-bedroom house
and hand-planted rose bushes wait for us to rebuild.
Even though I sat next to you in Mrs. Casey’s seventh
grade science class, I’m not a citizen. Even though you allow me
and my family to vacuum your house and tend to your
children, I’m not a citizen.
Being a dreamer means me raising only my children.
Being a dreamer means me cleaning only my house.
It strips away the maid uniform and replaces it with
a black suit and a silk blouse. We don’t want your nine-to-fives,
we just want a roof over our heads and greasy McDoubles
in our mouths.
Crowds with handmade signs fill the streets.
“Is it illegal to dream?” we continuously shout. The
symbol of freedom waving over our heads. The red,
white and blue taunting us like rain in a drought.
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In the fashion of Nero, I play my symbolic fiddle to an
eager audience, but can I stop Rome from burning?
Carly Melton

9
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Michael Spears
Scene: a kitchen, bare. The news plays on a small television on the counter.

I’ll tell you
that I’ve never had much.
A body, broken
from the weight of these years, these
mistakes. A child, silent,
no words for me. Me,
who walked away, who decided
to go. This house—
—this goddamned house—
too white, too bare. The only things
that keep me going—whiskey, gin, a good
Old Fashioned—they’re killing me. Sometimes
I feel like I’ve accomplished something. Pain
is matched with peace in the end.
But I
am Chaos; I’ve destroyed so much, and
this, this is where we are the same.
Fire,
this is my life. I built
and ruined it with my own two hands.
For years I dug and laid
the foundation; I stacked brick on brick
just to return and rip them apart.
And now
I am here,
and I am broken, and I
am a speck of a man with too much life.
Fire, I want you to take it. I’ve had enough.
It’s all too much. I invite you
into my forest, I ask you
to consume me and lay me down
in ash

10
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Know this:
if you come here—
if you eat your way through my roots,
if you destroy this too-white house that is not a home,
if your tongue licks this, the end of my life—
I will turn priest. I will turn follower.
I will invent for you a pair of arms and embrace you.
I will find your wonderful beautiful burning
lips and press them to me. Burn me.
If you come to me, my life
will be yours. I will submit myself
and return to dust. I will feed myself to you.

11
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Afflicted

Stone Vincent
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Rebecca Van Pamel

each word
is carefully carved
from the stone in my stomach
weighing me down

each step
is a statement
made in leather and in pavement
tethering me to the ground
each smile
is a desperate offering
left at the altar of anxiety
“hello, I am kind and wholly normal”
each conversation
is a vicious war
waged against my better nature
I am a silent battlefield
genuine connection seems to be
something foreign to me
because each minute
is so fucking mechanical
I am rusted iron
and you are smooth stainless steel
and a can of W2-40 and some elbow grease
won’t budge my rusted joints
while you were forged in the hot fires
of flourishing confidence
I was hammered out in the quiet corners
of ink and transparency
“I am sorry, I did not see you there”
your lips form a familiar prison
and I leave a bit of myself
at the altar, again
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Mikel Cotton

14

I’m sitting outside of Claibourne Community College on the steps
of the main office. I just turned in my cap and gown and received my Associate’s Degree and license in Barbering. Three semesters ago though, I was
an accounting major and tried to hide the change from my mama. Mama
wasn’t the type to poke and prod at you, so I thought I’d be able to finish up
and deal with telling her the truth later. The secret must have slipped my
mind after a while though because I came home one time right as she was
doing laundry, and she asked me for the clothes I had on. I had just finished class so my shirt was completely covered in hair from the guys that
let us practice on them and I was letting out yawns that made the house
shake. I would have slept right there on the kitchen floor if I didn’t get to
my bed quickly, so I pulled the t-shirt over my head and balled it up tightly
before I tossed it over to her. Then my eyelids shot open like roller shades
on a window and I lunged for shirt. Mama snatched back and gave a smug
smirk saying,
“Lashae Owens, you and your Daddy are the worst liars I’ve ever
seen. Even in his grave, he probably still thinks I don’t know where that
case of cigars is in that back room.”
Mama poured glasses of lemonade that she had chilling in the
fridge and we sat and talked about everything that night. She told me that
she knew the razor would find its way to me.
*
Sitting here makes me think of my best friend, Elise, who was with
me when I figured out that barbering was what I wanted to do. We were
walking down the hall in the Butler building headed to get lunch, and she
pushed me to the side, making me stumble.
“Shae, did you do the mastery quiz we had for Finance 101?”
“That quiz isn’t due until tonight,” I said. “Remember it said it was
due at 11:59?”
“Girl, that’s 11:59 a.m.! Which is right now!” She stopped in the
middle of the hallway and looked at me with intense eyes. “Shae, I can’t
keep doing your work for you.”
“But you know how boring it is and that I can’t stand having to do
it and that you’re my girl for life so you really have no choice,” I said while
giving her my famous ‘Nothing But Teeth’ smile. This is the name that
Mama gave it back when I was in middle school because I always smiled so
big. Elise had been around way before that so she knew she couldn’t resist
it. I wrapped my arm around my best friend’s shoulder and we continued
down the hall in Butler.
We were about to walk out of the building when I heard the faint
buzzing of edging clippers and smelled the sweet aroma of hairspray. I
turned around to follow the sound and smell and was led to a small classroom on the other end of the hallway. I peeked around the corner of the
doorframe and saw men in black aprons trimming the edges of afros, connecting beards and sideburns with razors, and evening the edges of long
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blonde hair. When I stepped inside the door frame, the buzzing stopped,
and there were about 40 eyes staring at me. The clients were covered in
black barbering capes so, at first, I couldn’t tell that they were just mannequin heads. The barbering students stared at one another; then a roar
of whispers started to crescendo in the room until I heard, “Everybody
get quiet right now ‘fore I have to take that shaver through the middle ya
head.”
A short man, with almost no hair at all on his head, pushed the
rolling chair he was sitting in away from a shiny oak desk and wheeled
himself over to me. “Can I help you, Miss?” he asked.
“Uh, no sir, I just- I just heard the commotion you guys had going
on and wanted to see what it was all about.”
He reached for his belt buckle to pull his pants back into place
over his belly button and said, more sternly now, “Well, baby, what you see
here is cuttin’. We cuttin’ in here. And my only rule is if you ain’t cuttin’,
you can’t get in here.”
I looked around around the room and all eyes were still on me but
their previous gawking had now turned into looks of anticipation to see
what I was going to say next. Elise had been behind me since the short man
had wheeled up and even she had the same look as all the guys. I looked
around the room, back at Elise, and then to the short man as he smoothed
out the hair pattern on his thick, black and grey goatee.
“Well, sir, it doesn’t look like you’re cutting…” I said quietly.
The short man looked at the guys cutting hair and then back at
me. After giving me a look up and down, he let out a chuckle so loud that
it rattled combs and brushes sitting in glass containers on the individual
dressers. “Girl, you got it. I never thought I’d see a girl who got it, but you
got it. My name is Mr. Grandolph and I’m the Barbering and Style instructor here at CCC. Now, I know the look you got in your eye. The look you
had when you stepped foot in that door there. Tell me why ya here,” he
said.
“You see, Mr. Grandolph, my Daddy was a barber before he died
and I used to sit in his shop all the time. He even let me line up his clients’
hair sometimes when I was little and he saw I had a knack for that sort of
thing. The sound and smell of what you guys are doing in here just reminded me so much of that.”
“Why tell me, what was yo daddy’s name?”
“Robert Owens. But everyone called him Doobie.”
When I told him Daddy’s name, Mr. Grandolph stared at me
again, this time with his mouth wide open. Then he got up out of his chair,
grabbed my cheeks to pull my head down, and pressed his lips and coarse
goatee against my forehead.
Smiling with his own ‘Nothing But Teeth’ smile, he said, “Tell me
yo name child.”
“Lashae Owens. But everyone calls me Shae…”
“Lord! How you let lil Shae Shae come along so unrecognizable to
my eyes! Lord, little Shae Shae not so little anymore!”
I replied with the same smile. That was the most polite response I
could think to give to a small stranger who had called me a name I hadn’t
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heard since Daddy passed. I was only about 7 around that time and Daddy
had been very popular around town. We couldn’t hardly step outside without someone walking down the street hollering, “Yo! Doobie!” or people
passing by in their cars, honking their horns as if they were trying to play
Daddy a song.
Mr. Grandolph stepped back and said, “You don’t remember me
at all do you, Shae Shae? I used to cut hair in the chair right next to your
daddy.”
I couldn’t recall ever meeting him before. I think that I would remember such a thick goatee and I’m pretty sure it would have struck me
as creepy back then as it did right now. Then Mr. Grandolph puckered his
lips to the side of his face and turned around to reveal a huge, dark scar on
the back of his partially bald head. At that moment I remembered exactly
who he was.
I was in the shop with Daddy one Wednesday after school, and
there was hardly any traffic coming in and out of the shop. Daddy used
these types of days to give me lessons on what he called the Fundamentals.
He usually let me practice on him but that day he said that he wanted to
observe and get a different perspective of my technique. He looked over to
a friend he called Charlie, who cut in the next chair, and asked him to give
a hand with the lesson. We were doing lining that day and I had done it so
many times with clippers that I hardly had to focus but then Daddy put a
real razor in my hand.
Charlie looked back at me and said, “Don’t worry, lil Shae Shae. I
trust ya completely. You can do it.”
I stuck my tongue out of the corner of my mouth, closed one eye,
and started to lightly scrape the back of Charlie’s neck where his hairline
stopped. I was right at the middle when two boys started a fight outside of
the shop, smashed into the glass door, and shattered it. The crash of the
glass made me jump back and fling my hands in the air and I ended up
slicing Charlie’s neck quite deep. I had forgotten about it until I saw the
healed scar just now—ugly, but healed.
“Mr. Charlie! I haven’t seen you since Daddy’s last days in the
shop! I’m sorry I didn’t recognize you.”
“Don’t you worry yo pretty head about that, Shae Shae. I’m just
proud to see that all the years yo daddy put into cuttin’ doesn’t have to go
to be forgotten now.”
“Um, Mr. Charlie, what are you talking about?” I said.
“Well, ya obviously here because you want to start cuttin’, ain’t
ya?”
I stood there with my lips pinched tightly together. Just as I was
about to part them and give Mr. Charlie an answer, Elise yanked me back
into the hallway by my arm.
“Shae, what is going on in there?”, she whispered.
“Girl, they want me to come in there and cut hair!”
“Well duh, I thought that was the reason we came down here.”
“Lise, I don’t know. I don’t think I can do this.”
She grabbed me by both my shoulders and said, “Look, I would
normally be against this but girl, I’m tired of doing your work. Maybe this
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isn’t such a bad idea.”

*
It’s eight o’clock at night and Mama was supposed to pick me up
after her extra shift at the Big Boy ended at seven. I wasn’t worried about
her coming to the ceremony because at CCC, they called our names all together and didn’t say what our degree was specifically. I’d got her a ticket
for the ceremony and everything. The Big Boy convenience store was only
about fifteen minutes from campus so I didn’t understand what was taking
so long.
We’d always gotten by when it came to the financial side of living. After Daddy passed, some lady Mama babysat for put in a good word
with her husband who was a manager at Marketer’s Bank and she got a
job there filing papers. Daddy’s insurance wasn’t much and most of it had
went into arrangements for the funeral so this job had to be good for us.
Mama had been working at Marketer’s from May of 2004 until around
June of 2013. Over those years, she’d come home almost every month
talking about how they were scheduling her for less hours than she could
afford. Through middle school and high school, I was a part of the band,
cheerleading team, volleyball team, and even debate club. All of which had
dues and fees that were necessary in order to participate. I loved the activities I was involved in, but it was Mama who pushed me to be a part of
so much in the first place. I was about 12 and we were sitting at the small
dinner table in our kitchen and I was helping her calculate all the bills and
other expenses. She’d call out a number to me and I would subtract it from
the first number with a calculator. I knew that the largest number was her
total pay but I never let her know that.
“What number you got, baby?” she said in a low, hoarse voice.
“I see a minus sign and the number two-hundred ten. But that
ain’t right, is it?” I said.
“Yeah, baby, it’s right. Just means I ain’t got enough money to
cover everything on our plate.”
Mama rubbed her eyes and I thought it to be because of the exhaustion. Then she got up and went over to the stove after she grabbed her
cooking apron from one of the table’s chairs.
“You know, I can skip this season of volleyball. Coach Ranley said
he’s got a bunch of alternates this season so it really wouldn’t be a…”
Mama slammed her hands hard on the stove top. To this day, I
don’t know if the burners were hot and I never asked. Mama was a quiet
woman, so when she did things that you thought would accompany cussing and hollering, her not saying a thing made it even scarier. Then, after a
long exhale, she calmly said, “Shae Shae, that’s enough. Not another word
about you quitting or taking time off or giving up on chances you got to get
out the house sometimes. Don’t worry about my expenses. Everything’s
gonna be alright. Don’t worry.”
About two years after that, they fired Mama from Marketer’s Bank;
said they went completely digital and didn’t require her for record keeping
any longer since she didn’t have computer experience. That’s when she got
the job at the Big Boy. And she’s been working there since I was 14.
*
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The street lights all around the parking lot in front of the main office are starting to blink on and Mama is pulling up. It’s 8:45. Even though
I’m a little ticked because of waiting so long, I’m not gonna let it stop me
from being excited. I just graduated! I jump in the Corolla and give her one
of the smiles that she named. Before I can reach out to hug her, her arms
are already wrapped firmly around my neck and upper body. An uncomfortable position since we’re in the car, but I don’t care about that.
She pulled back slowly and gave me a long, deep gaze, staring right
into my eyes. Then she put the hub-capless Corolla into gear and started
to pull out of the parking lot. This was another one of those times where
I thought there should have been cussing and hollering, but there wasn’t.
And that made me all the more afraid.
We arrived to my lifetime home, 204 LeNoir Street. Mama cut the
engine quick and sat in the driver’s seat with the keys in her hand and eyes
looking out the windshield. I sat on the passenger’s side looking down at
my clasped hands. Then Mama got out of the car slowly and headed to the
front door. I watched her glide all the way up the walkway in her black,
nonslip, work shoes. She reached the door, unlocked it, and then stood
in the door frame facing me. She motioned with her hand for me to come
in. My pounding heartbeat sliced through the Corolla’s stiff silence and I
opened my door and went inside the house.
Stepping in the house, the kitchen was immediately to the right
and past a swinging door by the kitchen table was a hallway that led to the
back of the house where there were two bedrooms. I went into the kitchen
and could hear mama in one of the rooms rustling around in a drawer or
closet.
“Shae. Come here for a minute, baby.”
“Yes ma’am,” I said.
I go past the swinging door and stare down the hallway. It was
totally dark except for the glow of a lamp coming from the room all the
way down and to the left. That used to be Daddy’s storage room where he
kept all his old records. I creep down the hallway with my eyes fixed on
that deep, orange glow until I reach the room’s opening. Mama’s sitting on
the bed with a dark green, plastic, carrying case in her lap. Still creeping,
I go and sit down beside her and she places the case in my lap. She got up
from the bed and started to leave the room but before exiting, she turned
around and said, “He wanted you to have that.”
I stare at Mama until she leaves the room and then I stare down
at the case. I unhinge the latches and slowly rise the top of the case. Inside
is the razor that I’d cut Mr. Charlie with. Next to it is a small letter. It read
this.
“Dear Shae Shae, Your mama thinks I can beat this cancer but I
like to be more practical when it comes to matters such as these. I told her
to give this to you when you were ready. Now, I don’t know exactly when
that’ll be or what you’ll use it for but if your mama thinks you’re ready,
then you are. Whatever use you find for it, whether you sell it or use it on
your future husband, I know it’ll come to good use. Who knows? Maybe
you’ll be cuttin’ like old Doobie. I love you. —Daddy”
The razor has a gold plated blade and a wooden handle with his
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nickname, Doobie, carved on the side. I run my fingers over it and feel
Daddy in the room. I leave the room, turning out the light, and start back
up the dark hallway, using the wall as a guide until I reach the swinging
door. Mama is sitting at the kitchen table with her head down and I can
tell she is crying. Then she sees me standing by the door and comes over to
hug me.
“Mama, what’s the matter?” I said.
“Oh, don’t you mind me baby. Seeing you graduating just makes
me think of your Daddy and how happy he was when he finally got that
shop. Wasn’t much business coming through there before his passing but
he always loved it no matter what. I just don’t want to see you struggle the
way we did.”
“Yeah Ma, I get it. I was thinking about our money troubles when
I first decided to go into Accounting. But I wouldn’t be owning a business
or anything. At least not right off. I know it’s gonna be tough, but we’ll be
happy. You and Daddy always looked so happy.”
“You’re right baby. We’ll be alright. We’re just gonna hang in there
and do the best we can.”
“Yes ma’am. I know you’ve got another shift at six. You go on to
bed and let me tuck you in,” I said with another ‘Nothing But Teeth’ smile
on my face. Mama’s chuckling now.
She gripped my shoulders and stepped back to look into my eyes.
“I love you Shae Shae,” she said.
“I love you too, Mama.”
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Brookhaven Blvd
Mecca Givens
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Margaret Camp
The blackish mist burns my eyes as firemen search,
feeling the fragile form of each swell of smoke.
The earth just beyond me simmers in flames while
neighbors stop and ask what happened.
The marks on my skin, more vocal than me, persuade them
to wait for the fire’s crackling to turn to whispers.
The color of intense amber still glistens in the darkness
as jealous embers linger among the ash, gravel and bare earth.
I start wondering what I’ll say
when the firemen drag his body from the site.
I feel a sort of unconcerned wrath; devastated yet indifferent
just like the slanderous hands that chastised me into a fractured mess.
I will tell them of the unflinching anger
hidden behind his captivated eyes.
I will tell them of the woman I used to be—too weak
to be a smokejumper and fight the fires alone.
I will tell them that I eventually earned my strength
ultimately saving myself from the brutalist of fires.
But for now, I won’t say anything as I study
the pile they just pulled from the debris.
The air I’m standing in is unfamiliar, but welcoming
as it no longer hints of gasoline and smoke.
My hands become confined behind my back, and
my body stumbles to the open car door.
I almost want to look back at all I left behind,
but I slide inside without hesitation.
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Abstract Family Portraits
Mecca Givens
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Like spring, a canvas smeared
with leaf greens and sky blues.

Isabella Durham

Like smell of salty ocean
plus wind chill.
Like early March and crystalline rivers
rising on the sandy bank.
The sun is a broken plate
smashed by an excited toddler.
Step outside and feathers
fluff up.
Step outside and wings
spread out.
Step outside and become bird:
singing during the silence before the storm.
The air is a warm coat
on a shivering child.
Life, because what creature
could hide in those caves, obscuring
the calming beauties above? Delicate
rain drops tink off the wavering
tin roof and fall to the ground, a warning
sign from the growing storm above.
The clouds are looming but gentle,
like a giant holding a newborn infant.
Our minds weren’t made
to understand this incredible peace.
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In the Clouds

Lacey Coats
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Ciarra Smith
I’m trying to learn how to love myself and I’m starting with my skin. I
scroll through picture after picture of melanin-filled faces and I say, “She
is beautiful.” It’s positive affirmation. I speak it and it is true. I believe it
with every fiber of my being that the brown-skinned, black-skinned ladies
on my phone screen are gorgeous. Unfortunately, for all my positive affirmations, I’m not the girl in the photos and I’m never going to be the girl
in the photos.
Although my face may never grace the cover of a magazine, I’ve honestly
never had a problem with the largest organ in the human body. I cannot
recollect a single moment in my life where I’ve looked at my naked self in
the mirror and been disgusted by the darkness between my fingers. Maybe
I am “lucky” but my skin has never been a determining factor of my selfworth. And still, I tell myself that my skin is beautiful because I feel as if I
am supposed to. I can hear the loudspeakers screaming in my head, “This
is how you teach yourself to love yourself. Repeat after me: my skin is
beautiful, my skin is beautiful, my skin is beautiful.”
It screams me to sleep and somehow I feel less pretty in my skin. I feel less
black and less normal because I don’t feel anything at all about the layers
of dried, dead cells that cover my body. All the same, sister, I’ll tell you that
your skin is beautiful because (1) it is and (2) I want you to love yourself.
This is how you do it; it’s called positive affirmation.
I move on to trying to love my body because “Beauty comes in all shapes
and sizes.” My boobs are small; my hips are big. I am not ideal, but it’s
okay because I’ve compared my body to that chart of fruits and sizes and
it turns out I’m a pear. Apparently, at least 30% of all women are pears
including Kim Kardashian and Beyoncé. Never mind the fact that I have
never liked pears a day in my life; that is entirely unrelated. We pears will
run the world.
In the middle of my pear is a muffin top. I don’t remember caring much
about this oven-baked pastry until the girl behind me in economics class
cried about the slab of fat that hung over her jeans. In that moment, I realized that the only time I can ever get my stomach to fit inside that blue
band of fabric is in the morning before I eat breakfast. I think to myself
that perhaps I should be crying too, so I do. Then I remember that my
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body is beautiful and it looks best in A-line dresses. I hear the speakers
cry, “Beauty comes in all shapes and sizes.” So I tell you, little sister, that
you are beautiful because it’s true, you are an appetizing walking basket
of fruit.
I’m trying to learn how to love myself by dressing better. Gone are the
sweatshirts four sizes too big. Gone are the ill-fitting grandma shirts and
outdated jeans. My clothes are now the perfect size; I no longer agonize
about buying the small over the large in attempts to feel skinny. My clothes
fit my body. I wear my shorts short, and my shirts bare my arms. I expose
a little skin because it means that I am confident. Look good, feel good.
Yesterday, a man followed me around in the store for 30 minutes before
shouting, “Hey, sexy in them shorts.” Is he validation for my beauty? Am
I pretty yet? Do you think I am pretty? Sister, I think you should wear
whatever it is you want because I hope you never feel trapped in your own
clothes.
Little sister, the world has told me a bunch of shit about myself that
doesn’t make any sense and does not apply. I, too, will tell you a bunch
of shit about yourself that doesn’t make any sense and does not apply because maybe that’s what I’m supposed to do. I believe it’s called positive
affirmation. This is how I was taught to love myself and this is how I will
teach you.
Yours Truly,
Xoxo
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Victoria Falls

Trey Wallace
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Peruvian Independence Day
Lacey Coats
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Ciarra Smith

Love is what she said to me at 3am
when she knocked softly on my door.
It was in her voice as she whisper-shouts,
“Are you awake?”
It was in my hand as I sleepily picked up a shoe
killing the moth camped out in her room.
It was in my eyes as I tell her,
“It’s dead.”
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Margaret Camp
The delicate pink fabric hangs on my body, unamused
as the smell of magnolia lingers, soliciting me—
Taking me home to south Mississippi.
the heat broke and drained down my back,
Creating what reminded me of estuaries
as I felt my thin dress soak up the river of salt.
I perched on the roots of our old oak tree, marveling
at how they rose from the ground, reaching for freedom.
The air was tinged with honeybees and humidity,
but their buzzing saved my mind from wandering elsewhere.
The swaying cattails in front of me made their home
along the riverbank, exposed to our ways of life.
But the wind, stealing their fluffy seeds, whisked
them off to a place far from here—A place I longed to go.
I could hear the Catahoula from the porch as she
unraveled what became an alarming bark.
I looked up curiously in the direction of the sprawling home
and that’s when I remembered.
Missus waited on the terrace in the same pink color,
fuming as I ran to her half past late.
The unacceptable mud I trailed through the parlor
would excuse me from supper the second time that week.
The blush fabric trailed behind me, following like a shadow
but teasing my guilt like a crude mocking bird.
The suffocating walls pushed me to the window where
my eyes searched past the cabin roofs in the setting sun
To the brackish water beyond, wondering what happens
once the fresh water runs out and the salt water flows free.
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My life was confined behind these gates, just like
the roots of the oak tree by the river.
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But we seemed to survive on the smell of magnolias,
averting our eyes from that familiar pink dress.
I should have known that time was pursuing us, but
it did so all too quickly.
Missus has been gone for years, yet the oak tree and I
Still find ourselves behind these gates.
The same pink dress holds my body now,
yet the fabric is stiffer, almost mournful in her absence.
Missus must have had the same harsh hand
with it, as she did with us.
For a second I consider ripping it from my bones, but
as I stare further down the river I realize something.
A small dark stain on the hem of the dress;
what difference did it make? Her mud and mine?
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6 p.m. Still Life
Mecca Givens
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John 8

Mecca Givens
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Katherine Carr
An ekphrasis of Jaroslav Panuska’s “Death Looking into the Window of
One Dying”
I know you are patient.
I watched your sunrise
streetlight body swaying
over a turtle—
its cracked shell
and bright, pulsing flesh
paralyzed to fry on the asphalt.
I know you’ve waited billions of years
before you can bask
in a nebula,
before you can swim
around the soul
of a star like some
wan eel phantom.
Bombs from the sky
are a full September moon.
The tides choose
what to wash on the shore.
The beach takes and never questions
the molecules hitting molecules.
You are as apathetic as the sand.
You are as voiceless
as the rubble children
that you gleaned. You—
not questioning
gravity nor chemical reactions
nor the evil
that make cities fall.
I am not questioning
a break in the clouds or the
lumps in my mattress or the
masses in my lungs.
You are not questioning
a summoning of your wasted body
to wisp into my chamber
and spread yourself.
Enter:
Gaunt arms, starving snakes.
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Fingers sink in stomach like
clutching clay. Beneath
tongue’s wet paths, nerves die.
Beneath spiny fingertips’
caress, flesh decays.
Suck mouth. Siphon heart
up throat. Eat it. Dislocate
jaw. Swallow me whole.

Three

Stone Vincent
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Through Her Eyes
Hanna Bewley
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Jenna Mosier
Watch me connect the stars like
two points on a map or
the pinpoints of light in your eyes
reflecting the fluorescent bulbs overhead.
Let me erase the sun, and maybe you will see
the negative black that seeps from
my ribs and sings from my lips
that you so easily claimed as your own.
You could fall, as if some invisible cord has
tethered you to the center of the earth,
like I am somehow tethered to you,
and gravity could manipulate your balance
until you don’t know down from up and
up from down but not
me.
I am infinite, and you could stare all
day and see nothing. You could try as hard
as I know you never will to see everything
I have to offer and only skim the light blue,
soft-skinned surface. But I am
infinite and unsurpassed and brilliant
silver-freckled darkness behind a curtain
you could never pull away.
I will let you pick flowers and toss rocks because
I’m not sure that you could handle
this vast, open paradox with
no beginning and no end and hardly any
in-between.
I am a thousand moments and none at all,
and I am what they will never understand.
I am the cave that blue-fire sparks
find their home in as the moon takes its place.
And I gave up everything to get here;
I traded in my bones and a few
grizzly organs for this,
cold and distant, because I wanted to be
everything you ever needed, and
you told me over and over again
that you needed space.
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Will Textor
I’m at the twins’ 21st birthday—as a plus one—
no way in hell I’d be here
as anything other than arm candy
or bellows to stoke a slow burn.
It seems like everybody else is familiar with each other,
like they’d nursed together,
and now they share a trough.
I could bathe in liquid truffle,
and they’d just sniff out inferiority.
But soon the only prize they’ll have
will be in the county fair.
As long as it’ll fuck up their BAC,
they’ll down what I bring,
be Dom with a coral bow
or poison wine by the bucket.
Henry’s drinking circles around me,
and he’s squealing for me to catch up.
My head is dying to synchronize, spin
till pork and hard lemonade
asphyxiate the air vents,
but I’m lucid enough to dread
the possibility that not everybody here
is floundering in the mud,
sunning themselves
as if it’d sear the filth off of them,
to where somebody might mistake them as kosher.
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We’ve all got bad genes,
and our anemic temperance
doesn’t add enough glamour
to distinguish swine from sodomy.
I’ve only got enough tricks up my sleeve
to fake my way through the night
—or so I thought.
They’re all snorting up some gossip.
Henry trots away;
I can’t make him out of the huddled pink mass.
My spell must’ve expired,
and the only stunt left for me to pull
is a vanishing act,
but nobody could’ve convinced me of that.
I’ve got Henry tamed like Odysseus.
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He emerges from the clump looking docile,
but he’s got molly and blackmail.
He takes me out of this world,
and turns my magic to myth.
As I get high, he gets ready
to cull me like tainted meat—
like I’d only play Circe
if the sty was empty,
and I lived on an island
that never existed.

The Visionary and the Realist
Amelia Dalton
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Blue

Stone Vincent
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Anonymous
A variation on Jane Austen’s “If I loved you less, I might be able to talk
about it more.”
If I loved you less,
I wouldn’t think of you as a star-child
glazed in the inky caress of space,
holding so tightly onto the things that make you extraterrestrial.
If I loved you less,
I wouldn’t spring from the planet like one half
of a binary star, searching for my twin only to find your remains
dusted on a million different planets, in a million different life forms.
If I loved you less,
I wouldn’t hear the crackle-pop of supernova
stirrings and think of the way your voice echoed
profundity like a wisp of heat reaching out to the deepest cold.
If I loved you less,
I wouldn’t ride white dwarf echoes
across the Milky Way to find you, huddled
in frosted whites, in some unknown corner of the galaxy.
If I loved you less,
I’d be able to talk your body without making you
more than you are, without sweeping up your blustering blood
and replacing it with starlight and the deepest shade of vastness.
But you’re dying, and if I loved you less,
I would be able to reconcile the penny-sized hole in your heart
as a mechanism of God. But I harbor a star-shaped love— the kind that
burns and burns, implodes, rusts away and simmers until its out.
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Meghan Brino
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Dozens of eyes gleamed around the room. They looked down from
the ceiling, up from the floor, and over the tops of end tables and chairs.
Two cougars mid-snarl, their fangs flashing with spite, slunk together
along the wall. A gray wolf howled from an opposite corner, head tipped
backward, eyes clenched shut. Twenty-one species of songbird perched on
and around the mantle, and a lone albatross waddled past a mongoose. In
the middle of this menagerie, eating a sandwich with ham and mustard,
sat Howard Waggett.
He chewed slowly, not so much enjoying the flavor as simply acknowledging it. His clear gray eyes skimmed the parlor, which also doubled as his taxidermy shop. It had been an uneventful day, but this came as
no surprise. The uneventful days had been piling up, forming themselves
into uneventful months that formed an uneventful year. Fewer and fewer
hunters were still coming to see him. Thanks in part to the Internet, no
doubt, as he was so often reminded by the technology segments on CBS
News Sunday Morning. Waggett himself didn’t own a computer, as his
business relied entirely on word of mouth, but he had near-perfect faith in
Charles Osgood.
The real drain, one that Waggett was continually trying to put out
of his mind, was a new taxidermist who had set up shop right in the middle
of town.
Waggett lived in the foothills of the Smokies, nestled between
Knoxville and Gatlinburg. He was about thirty minutes from either, but
he’d always trusted that his quality of work would make up for the drive.
On a trip into Gatlinburg last spring, he’d been shocked to see a brand new
sign centered above what had previously been an empty storage space.
“Gatlinburg Taxidermy” was spelled out in shining red letters. The walls
inside were evenly spaced with mounted bucks and mallards in flight,
bright against the just-dried paint. Waggett was floored. He’d stepped
closer, peering through the window and then pushing through the door,
barely hearing as the silver bell chimed through the air.
It was a beautiful shop. Clean and open, with no apparent waste of
space. A few others wandered around inside, mostly tourists, but Waggett
spotted a few who looked like serious huntsmen. He felt his stomach sink.
While other shops in the area existed, they had never been true competition. Waggett had visited every one of them, and he always found the
same thing—a home-grown business that did adequate work. This place
was different. The young man who approached him introduced himself as
Charles Pike, then went on to offer a tour through the studio. With every
spotless mount, each rendered more cleanly than the last, Waggett felt
more dazed. When they reached the back room and Pike proudly introduced the shop’s three “advanced fleshing machines,” Waggett lost all remaining feeling. Never in his life had he seen a device like the ones before
him. Their gleaming motors and sharp steel blades looked to Waggett like
the end of an era. Pike had gone on and on about how the blades cut closer
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to the skin than any knife could by hand, about how they were more efficient than even the most experienced taxidermist himself…
Waggett’s father used to say that times were changing. Neither he
nor Waggett could have guessed by just how much.
Waggett sighed and checked his watch. 2:38 p.m. He knew he
wasn’t likely to be getting any more customers today—and there had only
been the one man at 8:49 that morning, inquiring about a ten-point buck
whose head he wanted mounted on a plaque. Waggett re-folded the recliner and sat up fully, wiping his hands with a paper towel. He leaned over,
joints popping, and nabbed a newspaper clipping he’d been keeping on
the coffee table for the past two weeks. In bold print, the article declared
“the National Museum of Natural History is currently seeking a qualified
taxidermist to assist with its ever-expanding collections.” Waggett had experience with exotic taxidermy, as he’d been commissioned for exhibits in
Knoxville several times, but he had no idea how well he would fare with
the standards of a national museum. He’d been living in the same small
house, in the same Smoky Mountain foothills, doing the exact same thing
for the last thirty years. Waggett never gave thought to alternatives – and,
if ideas did sneak into his mind, he was quick to rationalize them away. He
certainly had nothing to complain about. Wasn’t this life enough?
This time, though, he couldn’t ignore the facts. He was too smart
for that. Declining business, primarily due to the booming Gatlinburg
Taxidermy, had set him back drastically. His profits this fiscal period had
barely cleared half of what he’d been making just years before. To top it
off, as if Waggett were being punished, a serious wildfire had blown its way
through his yard less than two months ago, taking out his shed and half of
his studio. Each was underinsured, leading him to drain most of his savings in repairs. He reckoned he was lucky that his house, or the majority
of it, was even still standing. On the phone with the emergency hotline, his
face burning from the heat of the flames, Waggett had watched his retirement drift away, transformed into smoke and clouds of ash.
As soon as he’d seen the newspaper article, Waggett knew what
he had to do. After all, he had no living relatives, no spouse or children.
The few women who’d come into his life never stayed. Rather, they excused themselves, with no intention to return. Waggett had taken it more
personally in his early years, wondering where he always seemed to go
wrong—was he too quiet, too insensitive, too removed? One day he had
simply stopped looking for someone new. And, to his mild surprise, nothing changed for the worse; he felt no emptier than before. At age 31, completely alone with himself, the solitude had felt more natural to Waggett
than any relationship he had ever known.
All in all, Waggett had no reasons to stop him from heading to
D.C. and a strong several dozen to go. Steeling himself to speak, he had
called the given number last Wednesday. The woman who’d picked up had
sounded less than pleased to be conversing with him. Considering her attitude and his current luck, he was still shocked to have booked himself
an interview. The train would leave for D.C. the next morning, at 12 a.m.
sharp.
*
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Waggett’s alarm went off at 10:15 p.m., a steady blaring that always reminded him of World War II air raid sirens. Of course, he hadn’t
been born until five years after the war ended, but he’d watched enough
History Channel documentaries to feel fairly confident on the subject.
Groggy from his short nap, Waggett swung his legs straight down
into the waiting pair of beat brown loafers. He shuffled over to his tiny
closet and fished out his white dress shirt, black tie, and old gray suit, the
only nice clothes he owned. In fact, now that he thought about it, he hadn’t
worn the suit since his father’s funeral two decades ago, a solemn affair.
He buttoned the shirt methodically, working up from the bottom with
long, elegant fingers that his mother always claimed could have made him
a world-famous pianist. He may have had her hands, but he’d never had
her drive. His talent had been doomed from the start.
*
When Waggett had decided to give up music, he’d shocked both
of his parents. He’d felt the woods calling him straight out of high school,
leading him away from college and North Dakota and to the forests of the
West Coast. It was there that Waggett found himself able to breathe, far
from the gleaming ivory keys and his parents’ unrelenting hope. Dwarfed
by the redwoods of California, craning his neck for a glimpse of the sky,
Waggett knew neither pressure nor guilt. Out in the wilderness, he wasn’t
a liability; he had no fear of disappointing the trees. He knew only the feeling of smallness, the feeling of being both removed from the world and immersed in it. It was his escape and his liberation. After he’d moved away,
he and his parents had simply faded out of touch.
Living off his meager savings, Waggett had soon found himself in
need of a job. He was a nomad, wandering from the Cascades to the Rockies, growing lean from the rough terrain and meager meals. He may have
been thin, but he was content. His only obligations were to himself, and he
didn’t ask for much. Every fast-flowing river he’d ford, every snow-capped
peak he’d scale, left him with a feeling of exhilaration unlike anything
else. After a year of wandering, he found himself once again in Yosemite,
spending his days sizing up the sheer wall of El Capitan and his nights
camping out in the valley. It was there he had met his first real mentor.
The old taxidermist had taken him on as an apprentice, glad for the cheap
source of labor and impressed by Waggett’s quiet dedication. Eventually,
once Waggett had saved and learned all that he could, he’d moved on a
whim to East Tennessee. He’d never seen the Appalachians, but he’d heard
they were just as beautiful as the Sierra Nevadas. If he had been told then
how long he would remain there, earning his living from hunters and museums, he wouldn’t have believed a word.
*
Holding his breath, Waggett slipped on the jacket. It fit, thank
God. He took a last look around the bare room, only pausing to grab his
briefcase before he flipped off the light and made his way to the front of
the house. Since he couldn’t exactly take any of his work, he’d had the
idea of snapping a few dozen photos of his best pieces on display in the
living room. His Polaroid still worked as well as it ever had. Besides the
photographs, the only other object in the briefcase was a ham and mustard
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sandwich he’d made for himself the previous evening.
As he rounded the recliner, he absentmindedly brushed the head
of a red fox situated on its stand. The coat rack by the door held only
one piece of clothing—Waggett’s heavy, dark gray trench coat, a roughly
stitched patch visible on each elbow. While it was only September, and
there was barely a chill in the air, he never left without it. Fastening the
mismatched buttons, he hesitated before grabbing the dusty black fedora
someone had bought him in his forties. Better late than never. He stepped
through the doorway and locked the house behind him, then crunched
down the gravel driveway to his peeling ’87 F-150.
*
The truck’s clock flipped to 11:23 when Waggett pulled into the
parking lot. A few travelers trudged in and out of the station. His breath
showed in a faint cloud, white against the blackness of the windshield.
As he watched it dissipate into nothing, he was reminded of cold autumn
nights in the Yosemite Valley, on his back staring up at the stars. How he
had located Orion the Hunter, his favorite constellation, the stars of his
bow growing dimmer and brighter by turn as they pulsed in their smooth
curve against the sky. Waggett frowned and rubbed his eyes. When was the
last time he had gone stargazing? It wasn’t as though they weren’t visible
from his house. He lived in a secluded area, completely free from light
pollution. Come to think of it, he couldn’t remember the last time he’d
gone camping, or backpacking, or even considered the thought of either.
It was funny how the simplest of pleasures could become nothing more
than memories, reminders of a past life. But Waggett didn’t find himself
smiling.
After a minute, he swung open the door, grabbed his case, and
walked up to the ticket window, resisting the urge to glance up at the sky.
The worker was a woman, about 40 years old, with pretty auburn hair and
hazel eyes. Her nametag read “MAXINE” in bold black letters. Her cheeks
looked flushed, and her thin lips were turned up in an oddly optimistic
expression for so late at night. Waggett couldn’t help wondering what was
on her mind as he purchased a 12:00 ticket to D.C., uttered a low “Thank
you,” and walked over to wait on the platform.
Once the train had pulled up and he was directed to the sleeper
car, Waggett tried to get some rest. The room was so compact that he felt
like a match shoved inside its box. The train seemed to blow its whistle
every 10 minutes, which, combined with the train’s continuous jostling,
made sleep nearly impossible. After drifting in and out for what seemed
like an immense amount of time, Waggett checked his watch. It was only
3:42 a.m. Heaving a deep breath, he rolled off the cot and slid open the
door to the hall.
The observation car was lit only by flickering fluorescent tubes,
the blue leather chairs shining dully under their glow. Waggett stumped
over to a seat and lowered himself into it, gazing out the broad window
into nothingness. Every now and then a streetlamp would blaze out of the
darkness, there and gone in the space of seconds. How time had gotten
away from him. Though he was a slight man, Waggett felt heavier than he
was. It had been many years, maybe over a decade, since Waggett had left
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to go anywhere new, since he had done anything apart from the routine.
He wondered, not for the first time, what it was that made him stay in his
house in the woods. The days of his youth, spent climbing mountains and
roaming the earth, surely belonged to someone else. What had he let himself miss in the years that followed?
Thirty minutes passed before he noticed the boy. A blurry reflection in the glass, a shapeless form, suddenly solidified into a body, then
a face. Waggett started and turned around in his seat, half expecting to
see a ghost. The boy sat in the far corner, almost thirty feet away, staring
openly. Waggett’s brow furrowed. He couldn’t for the life of him remember whether the boy had been there when he first walked in. He appeared
to be around ten, but Waggett had never been good at guessing children’s
ages. To him, they all looked about the same.
Twelve more minutes went by. The boy continued to stare at Waggett. He had glasses and dark brown hair, carefully combed to one side,
and was wearing neatly pressed blue jeans and a coal black T-shirt with an
illustration of the solar system. A dull orange windbreaker sagged loosely
over his shoulders. His white tennis shoes were badly scuffed along the
sides, but the boy himself gave no indication of ever having moved in his
life. He was a perfect statue, his dark eyes and serious mouth trained firmly on Waggett. His red suitcase stood next to him, the metal pull bar still
extended. No adults seemed attached to him. They were the only two people in the car.
He couldn’t help it—the boy’s gaze was starting to unnerve him.
Waggett had tried meeting his eyes and smiling weakly, but the boy’s expression remained blank. When he looked away, he could still feel himself
being watched. His palms began to sweat. He was on the verge of excusing
himself and heading back to bed when the boy’s voice echoed across the
room.
“What’s that in your hand?”
Waggett looked down. He hadn’t even realized he was holding
anything, but, sure enough, a small canine tooth was clenched between his
index finger and thumb. He must have reached into his coat pocket and
grabbed it without thinking. The tooth had belonged to his Jack Russell,
Eleanor, and had been lost as a puppy after a run-in with a temperamental
mare. It was his only remnant of her, the last tangible reminder of her tremendous audacity and devotion. She had passed away five years ago, gone
in her sleep at the age of seventeen. He had buried her that same day, in
the backyard under the magnolia tree.
Waggett cleared his throat. “It’s, uh…it’s a tooth. From my dog.”
His voice sounded rusty, even to his own ears.
The boy’s expression remained unmoved. He seemed to think
carefully about what he said next, his face shifting like light on water.
“What’s that smell?”
His frankness made Waggett want to laugh. “I’m a taxidermist. Do
you know what a taxidermist is?”
“Yes. It’s someone who stuffs dead animals.” Although the boy’s
voice was high, his tone was one of complete assurance.
“Well,” said Waggett, “the smell is probably tanning oil. It’s what
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I use to preserve the animals before I stuff them.”
“How did you learn to do that? Were your parents taxidermists?”
The boy’s interest was beginning to show.
“No, actually…my mother was a pianist. She even paid for lessons
for me when I was a kid—she was the real musician of the family. My father
was a band director. And, uh…well, I left home a long time ago. Learned
from a man I met out west.”
The boy nodded as if this made sense. “And where are you going
now?”
“I’m interviewing for a job at the Smithsonian.” Out loud, it sounded crazy. Waggett wondered how he’d managed to make it this far.
With almost no pauses in between, the boy asked question after
question. Was Waggett married, and did he have any other pets, and where
was he from, and what did he like to do? How did he stuff the animals, and
what was his favorite animal, and was it gross when he had to skin them
himself? Humored, Waggett answered all of them, barely managing to fit
in questions of his own. When was the last time he had been on this side of
an interrogation, giving answers instead of patiently waiting for them? Or,
for that matter, spoken to someone this openly? While he had initially felt
out of place, he was growing more and more at ease. Realizing he hadn’t
had a chance to ask the obvious, Waggett threw out a question just as the
boy was beginning to open his mouth again.
“So, son, where are you going? Are your parents with you?”
“They’re sleeping in our train car. I wasn’t tired. We’re going to
visit my aunt and uncle for a week. They promised to take me to the Lincoln Memorial.”
“Very nice.” Waggett himself had never seen it. “Is that something
you like to do? Visit monuments?”
“I like being outside the most. I’m a Boy Scout. I’ve been to three
national parks,” the boy said matter-of-factly.
Waggett blinked. As a child, he had wanted to join the local troop
more than anything else. His mother had insisted, however, that his place
was on the piano bench, practicing Mozart and Bach and Beethoven. She
had done it for him, he knew that. He’d had a promising future in music
until he’d left. As he sat rehearsing for hours on end, the parlor window to
his right had been a constant distraction from the sheet music poised in
front of him. What he wouldn’t have given to run out the door, to spend his
days under the sun instead of holed away inside. He had left, though, after
graduation. He’d done it. Waggett couldn’t believe he’d had the guts. Was
he still that same person?
“Oh, wow.” Waggett snapped back into the present, addressing the
boy. “I used to enjoy the outdoors, too. I traveled all over, mostly out west,
backpacking across the mountains. I haven’t done anything in a while, to
tell you the truth. But I still remember exactly how it looked…how it felt…”
Waggett could picture the redwood forest, feel the sun beating
down on his wide-brimmed hat. As if from afar, in both space and time,
he could see himself hiking the valleys of Yosemite in July, bathing in the
crystal clear waters at dawn. He could envision the Half Dome perfectly,
see the slope of its back outlined against the morning light, the immensity
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of that one rock reducing his very existence to nothing. He could still feel
the steel cables, anchored to the Dome’s surface like lifelines, his hands
clenched like vises as he made his way up the smooth granite. He remembered his heart, how it had wanted to beat its way out of his chest, and
how every falling pebble had felt like a piece of him, spiraling down into
an abyss. How the determination had ultimately outweighed the fear, and
how the view from the top, the rolling mountains and trees, had made him
feel like an eagle, like a god.
“Why don’t you go out anymore?” The boy’s voice called him back
to the present, like yanking a kite down to earth.
“I… I don’t know.” Waggett felt disoriented, like he’d just awoken
from a dream. A feeling was rising up inside him, one that had been lodged
in the back of his mind for God knows how long. What could he really have
been doing these last forty years, instead of staying tucked away at home
stuffing animals? Replacing cold stillness with dynamic motion, giving
dull feathers and fur a new sheen, forming illusions of life from its absence
– for everything but himself?
Had he made the conscious decision to settle? If he had, Waggett
didn’t remember when or why. Was it even worse that it had happened on
its own? And, most importantly, how long did he have left to do the things
he hadn’t done? Yet again, Waggett wondered what it was that made him
stay, alone in his newly charred house with his dying business. It wasn’t
that he felt empty. The mere thought of the word felt wrong. Maybe he just
wasn’t full.
“Why don’t you start?” A small smile tugged at the boy’s lips, the
first time on the entire trip that Waggett had seen his expression change.
The train neared the station, its brakes hissing as the wheels grated along
the tracks. Waggett hadn’t realized how much time had passed. Startled,
he checked his watch: 5:37 a.m. The bustling noise of the capital filtered
in through the window, and people began to move through the corridor.
Waggett stared at men, women, and children—each an individual entity, imbued with direction and purpose. Every one of them was coming
from somewhere and going somewhere else. Maybe for a job, like himself, or maybe to visit family or sightsee in the capital. None of these people seemed tied down. None of them looked back as they moved forward.
When had the very idea of traveling become such an impossibility in his
mind?
The boy sat up in his seat, pulling his suitcase closer and pressing
his face against the window.
Waggett cleared his throat. “Well, son, I’d best go and collect my
things. I hope you enjoy the Memorial.”
The boy looked over his shoulder at Waggett. “I can’t wait,” he
said quietly, his voice quavering with excitement. As the train ground to a
stop, the boy’s glasses reflected the inside of the station, miniature people
and lights skimming over each lens. “Oh, and sir? I hope you find what
you’re looking for.”
Waggett paused for a moment. Then, without a second glance, he
turned and shuffled back to his sleeper car. As he collected his belongings,
Waggett realized he had never asked for the boy’s name.
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Carrying his briefcase, bundled into his gray coat, Waggett filed
down the train corridor after the other passengers. Ducking through the
exit, he stepped down onto the crowded platform. Noise and warm air
whooshed around him as he moved away from the train and was immediately swept up by a human river. An automated message sounded out
above the crowd, a booming male voice in monotone: The train is about to
leave the station. Please stand clear of the closing doors.
Waggett’s breath condensed in the air in front of him. Now to find
the Smithsonian. He began to walk, his mind thousands of miles away,
wandering amid the Appalachians, no, along the West Coast – he could
feel the crash of the falls spiraling down toward the valley, could smell the
rich must of the redwood groves, could see the entire world from on top of
the Dome…
Waggett slowed, thinking, and then reversed, returning to grab a
map from the station. His weathered finger circled and then landed on a
rail line in green, tracing its path from D.C. all the way to San Francisco.
The next train on the route left at 6:30 AM.
Smiling to himself, Waggett looked up at the ticket counter to
check the time.
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The Age of 12
Stone Vincent
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Girls

Lacey Coats
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Denim and Stripes

Mecca Givens
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Emily Turner
I. The sheets smell like sex, and my eyes are wet.
She wants me to hold her, and I put my arms around her, almost making it 		
seem natural.
I stare at the ceiling, counting the tiles, becoming annoyed when there is a 		
half tile.
She breathes evenly, and I lie still, picturing myself leaving, closing the door, 		
and running.
II. The smell of the shoes made the hair on the back of my head stand on end.
The department store carpet smelled like stale bread, and the brown display 		
cabinets
foisted shoes on me, while parading them in front of my mom.
She bought black shoes for me, the raised heel and lace inlay making me 		
want to cry.
She said “I want you to be successful”
I imagine walking through the tie section, as I stare from across the ocean of 		
white tile
Fingering the different patterns on the iridescent silk in my mind.
III. My sister Guilia sits in my lap, watching TV
Keeping me company while I wait.
She slides off the bed
Asks for juice, but we only have water.
I can see her about to cry, and I say “Puzzle?”
Now Guilia is distracted, excited to put hand sized puzzle pieces together.
The phone has been silent all night.
I stare at it, willing it to ring, the grey plastic failing to vibrate in its black 		
holster.
She hasn’t called in three days, the absence of her voice
leaving me like a pb & j without jelly: dry, salty.
Guilia pulls on my hand, and I help her with the puzzle.
IV. The darkness is disorienting.
The neon beer lights barely illuminate the pool table. She sits in the corner 		
drinking coke, eyes darting between the people in the room 			
and the door.
Her eyes are green like mine. She gets up, walks towards a bearded guy,
wearing plaid. He wears a flannel, with jeans splattered with white paint.
From across the room, I can see the calluses on his hands. I stare as they
walk out the back. My tie and starched shirt seem less successful now. I seem
like a poor imitation of the real thing.
She reappears, walks towards me, whispers by the buzzed hair close to my 		
ear
“Wait for me.”
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Mary Margaret Alexander
I offer you me, pin-stuck and ethered,
a specimen of what
I do not know.
When the moon into the sky bleeds and bleeds, I get a little lonesome.
There’s no song I wanna hear.
Tell me what you do when there’s nothing you wanna hear.
And have you ever seen the lightning sky and wanted
to jump in?
At work there is a calendar fridge magnet from an orphanage. There’s a 		
little girl
on this magnet, and her eyes look just like yours and she looks mostly
like you. This is why I think about you every time I get a Diet Coke, which
these days is less and less. (Mom says it pollinates depression.) I think
about throwing the magnet away, but what would hold up the “You Have
The Right To A Safe Workplace” poster?
Remember when I would write down my dreams for you and slide them
to you under my foot when we were supposed to be learning about the
food pyramid?
Remember when you would dream back?
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Halloween

Carly Melton
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Katelyn Vance

Years ago, I limestoned
my way through girls,
cool and completely solid.
As they swayed,
sweet and sweat-inducing,
glossed in a perfunctory pink
at the foot of my bed,
I could feel them silking
all the way through
and swaying between
my synapses.
But now I’m crepuscular.
I’m seizing as girls
prism in front of me
like sequins,
like fool’s gold
then leaving the door unlocked
behind.
I was told pyrite
isn’t a lie if you know
it’s pyrite—if it shows you
all its sides
individually and with care—
but I still want
them to be solid gold.
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False fruit,
You give hope to children.
Spring is your taste.
I bite into your pit of sunshine.
Root of roots,
You usher in my origin.
Your flesh an oblong sunset, decadent,
More sweet than a child’s smile.

Doorress Anderson

To insult you, call you yam.
Nostalgia your perfume—
It lingers in my past soul,
Seasonal serendipity.
True African diamond.
8th Wonder.
My sweet potato;
More perfect as pie than pi itself.
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Katelyn Vance
“The statue represents Nike, the Greek goddess of Victory, alighting the
prow of a ship. With the wind pressing her garments against her body,
and her wings swept back, she looks as if she is leading the ship into battle and victory.” —University of Kansas
We dredged you out of the Ancient Greek sea,
stuffed your water-logged lungs with stagnant, 21st-century air.
The sea salt scabs that glazed your sheared shoulders
and the saline that clung to your ivory robe made you immortal 		
to us.
Sometimes I’d sit in the afternoon light that spilled out
in front of your gleaming glass case, to consider the fall
that brought you swirling into view. I envisioned
your arm cut jagged on rocky sea bottom, ligaments strewn
across the ocean floor; your head dashed clean off
on the craggy shore, brain stem still trembling in the briny air
while your neck purpled with Coralline algae.
I hear the murmuring escaped from your mouth gone astray
somewhere in that confounding pacific. The implausible sound
now echoes in the space between my brain and my skull,
your melody against vanishing. Your body is now irreparably cleaved
by an ocean more feral to your limbs than the men that brought 		
you there.
Do you despise those men that left you shipwrecked more than the 		
drowning itself—
the one that cracked your skin-stone so deep it created a new
masterpiece?
Or does it make you angry that we, with our Adderall
and glass-lens eyes and selves so jagged
we can hardly bare completion, insist upon your forceful splintering?
Do you resent that we only understand victory
By the scars it leaves behind? The flutter of your wings echoes
through empty museums in your desperate attempt to keep out 		
of that ocean
of consignment. While the light affixes your feathers into permanence,
I bow and pray for a way to live forever.
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Zambezi Zig Zags
Trey Wallace
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Ellie Smith
do we split off
into our constituent parts?
i'm missing both halves
of my understanding, and
where is my left regret?
i do not miss it, though,
so maybe it can just stay lost
this time. the loss
will not bother me.
life goes on
and we will digest and we will regress
(i will regress)
into the nothing before the everything,
the silence before the cacophony
when damnation circles back around
dooming us to another day — and i
will hope against all hope
until the evening comes
and such hope dies,
and i will dream
until the nighttime comes
and turns such dreams
to nightmares.
because maybe that's all
reality is; as you wonder idly to your neighbors
about the snow that fell at least
five winters ago —
did it sting as it fell?
you don't know if you should remember,
but this you do:
the stunted autumn
just a few weeks earlier,
you feel the relief of the breeze,
the satisfying crunch
of leaves underfoot
as you pile them up
just to scatter them.
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the sky was utterly blue.
you remember the empty blue
and the heat,
and you recall with some confusion
that these were incompatible
in your mind.
nostalgia chokes me,
and i chose to tie the noose.

Within

Hanna Bewley
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Six-Word-Story Twitter Contest
In October 2017, The Streetcar staff hosted a contest on Twitter in which participants created stories using only six words and tweeted them to us
using #TSC6words. The following tweets were the
winners of our contest based on number of retweets
and our “staff favorite” pick.
“English Majors well read, yet underfed.”
—Tarah Burrows @burrows_tarah
“I loved the idea of you”
—Julia Concolino @Jules_Conc
“MITOCHONDRIA IS THE POWERHOUSE OF
CELLS”
—Caleb Hamill @calebhamill1
“College: coffee, coffee, coffee, coffee, coffee”
—Blake Stacy @dahawaiianbeast
“Dante gasped at Virgil, ‘We’re where?’”
—Aaron Belk @abelk120
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